Preface

Software developers have always used tools to perform their work. In the earliest days of the discipline, the tools provided basic compilation and assembly functionality. Then came tools and environments that increasingly provided sophisticated data about the software under development. Around the turn of the millennium, the systematic and large-scale accumulation of software engineering data opened up new opportunities for the creation of tools that infer information estimated to be helpful to developers in a given context. This new type of software development tools came to be known as recommendation systems, in parallel with similar developments in other domains such as the e-commerce.

Recommendation systems in software engineering (RSSEs) share commonalities with conventional recommendation systems: mainly in their usage model, the usual reliance on data mining, and in the predictive nature of their functionality. Beyond these superficial traits, recommendation systems in software engineering are generally different from those in other domains. Traditional recommendation systems are heavily user centric. Users generally create the data items directly, e.g., in the form of ratings. An important challenge for traditional recommendation systems is to infer and model evolving user preferences and needs. In contrast, the major challenge for designing RSSEs is to automatically interpret the highly technical data stored in software repositories.

Realizing that some of the important knowledge that is necessary to build recommendation systems in a technical domain would not be readily found in existing books and other resources on conventional recommendation systems, we set about to capture as much of this knowledge as possible in this book.

About This Book

This book has been a community effort. Prospective authors submitted chapter proposals to an open call for contributions. The proposals and later the selected chapters were reviewed by the editors over four review iterations. In addition,
the authors participating in this book were asked to review chapters by other contributors.

A unique aspect of this book was the RSSE Hamburg Meeting in April 2013. The contributing authors were invited to this 2-day event to present their chapter ideas, discuss the RSSE state of the art, and participate in editing and networking sessions. The meeting greatly helped to unify the presentation and content of this book and to further consolidate the RSSE community effort. The meeting has been part of a series of events that started with a workshop on software analysis for recommendation systems at McGill University’s Bellairs Research Station in Barbados in 2008 and follow-up workshops at the ACM SIGSOFT International Symposium on the Foundations of Software Engineering in 2008 and at the ACM/IEEE International Conference on Software Engineering in 2010 and 2012. The last workshop in 2012 had over 70 participants, which shows a large interest in the topic.

**Structure and Content**

This book collects, structures, and formalizes knowledge on recommendation systems in software engineering. It adopts a pragmatic approach with an explicit focus on system design, implementation, and evaluation. The book is intended to complement existing texts on recommender systems, which cover algorithms and traditional application domains.

The book consists of three parts:

**Part I: Techniques**  This part introduces basic techniques for building recommenders in software engineering, including techniques not only to collect and process software engineering data but also to present recommendations to users as part of their workflow.

**Part II: Evaluation**  This part summarizes methods and experimental designs to evaluate recommendations in software engineering.

**Part III: Applications**  This part describes needs, issues, and solution concepts involved in entire recommendation systems for specific software engineering tasks, focusing on the engineering insights required to make effective recommendations.

**Target Audience**

The book contains knowledge relevant to software professionals and to computer science or software engineering students with an interest in the application of recommendation technologies to highly technical domains, including:
• senior undergraduate and graduate students working on recommendation systems or taking a course in software engineering or applied data mining;
• researchers working on recommendation systems or on software engineering tools;
• software engineering practitioners developing recommendation systems or similar applications with predictive functionality; and
• instructors teaching a course on recommendation systems, applied data mining, or software engineering. The book will be particularly suited to graduate courses involving a project component.

**Website and Resources**

This book has a webpage at [rsse.org/book](http://rsse.org/book), which is part of the RSSE community portal [rsse.org](http://rsse.org). This webpage contains free supplemental materials for readers of this book and anyone interested in recommendation systems in software engineering, including:

• lecture slides, datasets, and source code;
• an archive of previous RSSE workshops and meetings;
• a collection of people, papers, groups, and tools related to RSSE. Please contact any of the editors if you would like to be added or to suggest additional resources.

In addition to the RSSE community, there are several other starting points.

• The latest research on RSSE systems is regularly published and presented at the International Conference on Software Engineering (ICSE), International Symposium on the Foundations of Software Engineering (FSE), International Conference on Automated Software Engineering (ASE), Working Conference on Mining Software Repositories (MSR), and International Conference on Software Maintenance (ICSM).
• Many researchers working on RSSE systems meet at the International Workshop on Recommendation Systems for Software Engineering, which is typically held every other year.
• The ACM Conference on Recommender Systems (RecSys) covers recommender research in general and in many different application domains, not just software engineering.
• Several books on building conventional recommendation systems have been written. To get started, we recommend “Recommender Systems: An Introduction” (2010) by Jannach, Zanker, Felfernig, and Friedrich.
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